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WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY 

FACULTY SENATE 

AGENDA 

MEETING NOTICE: Monday, September 22, 1997 
Room 107 CH 3:30 p.m. 

ORDER OF BUSINESS: 
I. Call of the Meeting to Order 

II. Informal Statements and Proposals 

m. Approval of the Minutes 

IV. President's Report 

V. Committee Reports 
1. Rules -- Elmer Hoyer, Chair 

VI. Old Business 

VII. New Business 
1. Strategic Planning Committee Draft Report --

Tony Ross, Chair & Task Force Members (pumpkin attachment) 

2. Dismissal for Cause Policy update -- Donna Hawley (tan attachment) 

vm. As May Arise 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

William Terrell President 3220 Box 78 
Jean Eaglesfield Vice President 5073 Box68 
Christopher Brooks Secretary 6194 Box 14 ~ Elmer Hoyer President Elect 6314 Box44 
Donna Hawley Past President 5724 Box 41 
ELECTED BY THE SENATE 

Deborah Baxter 3103 Bo 53 
Tina Bennett 6694 X 14 

APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT 
Donald Byrum 3551 Box67 

-



. Amend Section 3.294, Sec. 2, as follows (p. 2, lines 33ff.): 

• 

• 

Strike the language beginning "It is the expectation 
the end of the paragraph, and replace with: 

" to 

~ 

"Toe Vice Frestdent may introduce additional cbarges or present--
.§..dd.itional evidence to support chazges pre·vioasly made. In each 
case, the Informal Review Committee will consider whether 
sufficient evidence ex~sts to warrant a formal hearing. In a case 
where the Vice Presiden_t believes charges were wrongly rejected, 
he or she may ask the · President of the Faculty Senate to appoint 
a second Informal Revi~w Commit~ee to reconsider the matter, and 
the President will do so. Z. {s. n:on s.pecif.:i c cb.a,;gas e&Rtajned 

~~2:a:":~~;~~~?t~ ~·by~ Ir,£;;;.:a1 R:;;;i:w 9brnmiqOee, 
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2 9/15/97 revision • 3 

4 3.29 POLICY AND PROCEDURES FOR DISMISSAL FOR CAUSE 
5 

6 3.291 STANDARD FOR DISMISSAL 
7 

8 To warrant dismissal for cause a charge or charges must amount to grave misconduct or be a 
9 serious and continuing dereliction of duty. Conviction of a felony by a trial court will also 

10 warrant dismissal. However, in being convicted of a felony, the faculty member will be 
11 suspended without pay until there has been final disposition of any legal proceedings. 
12 

13 

14 3.292 STATEMENT OF POLICY 
15 

16 It is of the essence of a university that its faculty have committed themselves to a life of the 
17 mind. On a personal level, their choice of that life frequently involves a decision to forego 
18 careers that are more lucrative. More broadly, history shows that a vigorous life of the mind 
19 often exposes the scholar_ to dangers that could have an inhibiting effect on the pursuit of truth, 
20 an inhibition that is highly destructive of an essential pillar of civilization. For these reasons, it 
21 is incumbent upon institutions of higher learning jealously to guard their faculty from arbitrary 
22 dismissal. Wichita State Dniversity sees dismissal for cause of a faculty member, especially one 
23 who has earned tenure, as a matter of utmost gravity. It is essential that the proceedings be • 
24 conducted both in letter and in spirit in a way that recognizes the seriousness of the penalty and 
25 that protects the accused from arbitrary action, both for his or her sake and for that of the 
26 University community's continuing intellectual freedom. At the same time, there are many 
27 other interests that a university must serve and protect, and it is the policy of the University not 
28 to shield professional incompetence, dereliction of duty, or abusive behaviors by a faculty 
29 member (hereafter referred to as "misconduct"). The intent of the procedure must always be a 
30 fair hearing of the evidence and a judicious weighing of the competing interests involved. In 
31 making this assessment, care must be given not to overvalue other interests, regardless of the 
32 temper of the time. 
33 

34 3.293 GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
35 

36 1. These procedures have been developed and agreed to by the University and the Faculty 
37 Senate. 
38 

39 2. The Faculty Senate President is responsible for selecting an Informal Review Committee 
40 for informal hearings. 
41 

42 3. If the Informal Review Committee recommends a formal hearing, the Faculty Senate Rules 
43 Committee will select the Formal Review Committee. 
44 • 

. 
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1 4. The Formal Review Committee is responsible for conducting formal hearings and is 
2 required to function within the procedures described in this document. 
3 

4 5. The Convener of the Formal Review Committee is responsible for ensuring that fair and 
5 proper procedures are followed and for submitting the final report to the President of the 
6 University. 
7 

8 6. The role of the Formal Review Committee is not to serve as a court oflaw, but to use its 
9 professional judgment in determining the appropriate disposition of a case within the limits 

1 o set out in this document. 
11 

12 7. The time limits in this policy may be extended by mutual agreement among the parties and 
13 the Formal Review Committee. 
14 

15 8. Settlement between the parties may occur at any time. 
· 16 

17 3.294 INFORMAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 
18 

19 

20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
26 
27 

28 

1. The Dismissal for Cause procedure begins with the filing of a written complaint with the 
President of the: Faculty Senate against a faculty member by the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. The complaint must contain charges, alleging specific misconduct, 
against the faculty member. Upon receipt of a complaint, the Faculty Senate President will 
convene an Informal Review Committee of three faculty members to review the complaint. 
These informal reviews are conducted to mediate a resolution of the problem, or to 
recommend a formal hearing if no mutually-agreed resolution can be effected and if the 
alleged improper conduct appears to the Committee to be sufficiently serious to warrant 
dismissal from the University. 

29 2. If the Informal Review Committee makes a preliminary finding that the charges, if 
30 substantiated, might be sufficient in its opinion to warrant dismissal, it will recommend 
31 that the matter proceed to a formal hearing. The Vice President for Academic Affairs will 
32 prepare a complaint based on the charges for which the Informal Review Committee 
33 believes there is evidence. In each case, the Informal Review Committee will consider 
34 whether sufficient evidence exists to warrant a formal hearing. In a case where the Vice 
35 President believes changes were wrongly rejected, he or she may ask the President of the 
36 Faculty Senate to appoint a second Informal Review Committee to reconsider the matter, 
37 and the President will do so. It is the expectation of these procedures that the matter will 
38 proceed based upon the specific charges recommended by the Informal Review Committee; 
39 provided however, that the University will have the authority to initiate a complaint even 
40 though not recommended by the Informal Review Committee. It is upon the specific 
41 charges contained in the complaint, as it may come to be amended, that the matter will 
42 proceed. Any additional charges must be discussed with the Informal Review Committee if 
43 they are to be heard in formal hearings . 
44 
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1 3. If a charge is made concerning a single action, the charge must be filed within one year of 
2 the action. This time limit does not apply to cases of plagiarism, theft, or scientific • 3 misconduct. If a charge is based upon a pattern of misconduct, actions from the past may 
4 be used, provided the most recent act is within_ one year of the filing of the charge. The 
5 Informal Review Committee will determine whether the charge of a pattern of misconduct 
6 is sufficiently substantiated to warrant a formal hearing. 
7 
8 4. If the alleged professional incompetence or dereliction of duty is one of chronic failure of a 
9 faculty member to perform the professional duties defined by university policy and by the 

10 academic unit, the Informal Review Committee should be convinced that the performance 
11 of the faculty member was substantially below the acceptable level of the academic 
12 profession. If the faculty member's overall performance, as evaluated by peer faculty and 
13 his/her department chair, is judged to be substantially below an acceptable level of the 
14 profession for a total of three annual evaluations within a five year period, the faculty 
15 member is subject to dismissal under the procedures discus_sed in this section. Criteria for 
16 judging faculty performance to be substantially below an acceptable level shall include, but 
17 is not limited to the following: (1) unreported extended absence from the classroom, (2) 
18 failure to submit grades for a course, (3) absence of an evaluation or testing process for 
19 students of a class, (4) failure to provide assigned advising services, (5) failure to be 
20 prepared to presenfcourse material, (6) failure to address corrections of identified gross 
21 impediments in conveying knowledge, (7) violations of accepted standards of scholarly 
22 activity (as discussed in Section 6.15 of the Faculty Handbook, Misconduct in Research), 
23 (8) failure to fulfill the agreed upon responsibilities associated with University service, and • 24 (9) creating a hostile and destructive environment which disrupts the normal educational 
25 mission of the University. 
26 
27 5. No substantive amendment may later be made to the complaint unless the faculty member 
28 is given adequate time, as judged by the Formal Review Committee, to prepare a defense. 
29 
30 6. The complaint will list by name the witnesses that the University may call as to each 
31 charge. The University may add witnesses later if the Formal Review Committee agrees. 
32 
33 7. If the University suspends the faculty member before final action is taken by the President 
34 , the suspension will be without prejudice to the continuation or outcome of the procedure 
35 stated here. These ·procedures do not themselves speak to the issue of whether the 
36 University has a right to suspend faculty prior to the President's final action. 
37 
38 3.295 SELECTING THE FORMAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 
39 
40 1. The Faculty Senate Rules Committee, with technical assistance supplied by the University 
41 Affirmative Action Officer, will establish a pool of thirty tenured faculty members selected 
42 from the existing grievance pool as potential members of Formal Review Committees. The 
43 pool will be representative of the University faculty to the extent possible: It will include 
44 tenured faculty from the ranks of Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, and Professor • 
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• 1 and an effort will be made to include members of federally protected classes. 
2 
3 2. No member of the pool selected for service in a given case shall be from the same 
4 department as the faculty member. Persons selected for service on the Formal Review 
5 Committee who allege conflict of interest or who cannot be impartial may petition the Vice 
6 President of Academic Affairs to be excused from serving in the particular case. 
7 
8 3. After the Informal Review Committee has directed that a matter proceed to formal hearing, 
9 the Chair of the Faculty Senate Rules Committee in consultation with the members of the 

10 Rules Committee will select a Convener and will then select five members from the pool to 
11 constitute the Formal Review Committee. No person who served on the Informal Review 
12 Committee relative to the given case shall then serve on the Formal Review Committee. 
13 

14 4. The Chair of the Faculty Senate Rules Committee will notify both parties of the names of 
15 the Formal Review Committee members and the Convener. Thereupon, the University and 
16 the faculty member may exercise in rotation four challenges to remove prospective 
17 Committee members. These four challenges can be used without giving a reason. It is not 
18 required, however, that a party exercise them. There will be unlimited challenges for 
19 cause, for which the party making the challenge will, at the time it is made, submit a written 
20 statement of justification. Challenges for cause can also be made against the Convener. 
21 The Faculty Senate Rules Committee will decide the merit of challenges for cause. If a 
22 prospective hearing Committee member is removed by challenge, the Chair of the Faculty 

•• 23 Senate Rules Committee will immediately make a new selection and notify both parties. If 
24 the pool is exhausted by the challenges, the Faculty Senate Rules Committee will add 
25 temporary members to the pool for the hearing of the one case. If this occurs, each party 
26 will have one additional challenge. 
27 
28 5. If, once the panel has been established and prior to the start of the hearing, any member of 
29 the Formal Review Committee is unable to continue because of good and sufficient reason 
30 as judged by a majority of the remainder of the Committee, a replacement agreeable to 
31 both the faculty member and the University shall be appointed by the Chair of the Faculty 
32 Senate Rules Committee. 
33 
34 6. Faculty who serve on an Informal Review Committee or on a Formal Review Committee 
35 are exempt from service on either type of Committee for the two years immediately 
36 following that service. 
37 
38 3.296 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FORMAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 
39 
40 1. The Convener of the Formal Review Committee is responsible for ensuring fair and 
41 expeditious procedures, for setting the schedule of the hearing, and for chairing the 
42 meetings. The Convener is responsible for submitting the final report of the Formal 
43 Review Committee to the President of the University and to the parties. • 44 
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1 2. Members of the Formal Review Committee are responsible for attending the meetings, for 
2 considering all evidence and testimony, and deciding, by using their best professional • 3 judgment, and recommending whether dismissal is warranted by the evidence, whether 
4 some other sanction is warranted by the evidence, or whether no sanction or penalty is 
5 warranted by the evidence. 
6 
7 3. The hearing itself, unless it is an open hearing, and the deliberations following the hearing 
8 of evidence and argument will be in executive session. Unless ordered by a court to the 
9 contrary, all members of the University community have a duty to maintain the 

10 confidentiality of the proceedings. The Convener and members of the Formal Review 
11 Committee will sign the final report, although one or more concurring or dissenting reports 
12 may be attached by panel members. 
13 

14 3.297 PROCEDURES PRIOR TO THE HEARING 
15 
16 1. The faculty member may, at any time but no later than ten working days before the 
17 beginning of the formal hearing, file with the Chair of the Faculty Senate Rules Committee 
18 a written response to the charges. 
19 
20 2. Unless the faculty member and the Convener of the Formal Review Committee agree to an 
21 earlier hearing, a minimum of twenty-one (21) working days must elapse between the 
22 final formalization of the charges and the first hearing by the Formal Review Committee. 
23 • 24 3. The Convener shall call the Formal Review Committee to its first meeting not less than 
25 one week before the scheduled date of the hearing so that the Formal Review Committee 
26 may review its procedures and responsibilities and receive the formal charges. Thereafter, 
27 the Formal Review Committee will meet at the call of its Convener. 
28 

29 3.298 HEARING PROCEDURES 
30 
31 1. The Convener of the Formal Review Committee will establish the schedule for the 
32 hearings and shall conduct and control the hearings. Every effort will be made to complete 
33 the hearings in a timely manner as well as to accommodate the needs of the parties. 
34 
35 2. The Formal Revie':1-7 Committee may make arrangements for written testimony with the 
36 consent of both parties. 
37 
38 3. Neither the University nor any person employed by it shall retaliate for testimony or 
39 information given. 
40 
41 4. At the hearing, each party may be accompanied by (1) a representative, who is not an 
42 attorney, to serve as an advocate and/or assist in the presentation, and/or (2) an attorney, 
43 who may advise, but not participate in the proceedings. 
44 • 
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l 5. If the Formal Review Committee request legal counsel that is independent of the 
2 University' s counsel, the University has the obligation of finding such counsel for the 
3 Committee. 
4 
5 6. All hearing of evidence and argument by the Formal Review Committee will be 
6 electronically recorded, and the recording will be retained by the University Archives for a 
7 period of five years. If, however, the rules of the Board of Regents require a stenographic 
8 or other form of record; such a record shall be made in place of a recording, and so 
9 retained for five years. 

10 

11 7. The hearings will be closed unless the faculty member informs the Convener prior to the 
12 hearings of his or her desire for the hearings to be open. If the hearings are open, members 
13 of the media may attend. However, the hearings may not be televised, broadcast, or 
14 electronically recorded ( other than the official recording referred to in the preceding 
15 paragraph), except with the consent of all parties and the Committee. 
16 

17 8. The University shall go first in regard to the presentation of the evidence and has the 
18 obligation to establish facts which prove and support the charges made in the complaint. 
19 

20 9. All parties may call witnesses and introduce evidence. The parties will have access to all 
21 written and oral evidence that is introduced and considered. The Formal Review 
22 Committee and the parties may question each witness. Each party may offer rebuttal 
23 witnesses or statements to any evidence or testimony after it is presented. The Formal 
24 Review Committee shall consider the evidence and testimony presented by each side. 
25 

26 10. Because of the wide variety of circumstances, it is impossible to formulate clearly a rule 
27 restricting the admission of evidence of past conduct that will draw the precise line for 
28 inclusion and exclusion. Accordingly, it will be within the discretion of the Formal Review 
29 Committee to allow or disallow such evidence. 
30 

31 11. The Formal Review Committee is not limited by the rules of evidence as applied in a court 
32 oflaw, and may admit such evidence as it considers desirable and relevant to hear. 
33 

34 12. When each party has presented its evidence and made a final summary of its case, the 
35 Formal Review Committee will retire to deliberate in executive session. The Formal 
36 Review Committee will use its best professional judgment in determining whether the 
37 charges have been proven and what action should be taken by the University. The 
38 deliberations will not be recorded, and voting will be by secret ballot on each of the 
39 Committee's findings and recommendations. The Convener does not have a vote. 
40 
41 13 . The private notes of a Formal Review Committee member are the committee member's 
42 work product and are not part of the official record. 
43 
44 
45 

14. Members of the Formal Review Committee will scrupulously avoid discussing the case 
with any person who is not on the Committee, or with other committee members apart 
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( 
from the meeting of the group. The Convener of the Committee may discuss procedural 
and evidentiary issues with the parties or their representatives and may keep the University • 
President and the President of the Faculty Senate apprised of the progress, though not of 
the content, of the hearings . . 

15. After the hearing has commenced, all members of the Committee must be present, with the 
exception that if one member of the Committee becomes unable, after the hearings have 
begun, to attend, the remainder of the Committee, consisting then of four members, shall 
constitute the panel for all further activity. If two or more members of the Committee 
become unable to serve, the hearings shall be suspended and the Faculty Senate Rules 
Committee will initiate the process again with the selection of a new Formal Review 
Committee. To avo1d dropping a member or causing the creation of a new committee, the 
Convener of the Committee may postpone sessions of the Committee, for a period not to 
exceed twenty(20) working days, during the period of a committee member's temporary 
inability to attend. 

3.299 PROCEDURES AFTER THE HEARING 

1. The Convener oqhe Formal Review Committee will submit the signed final report of the 
Committee, together with any written concurring and dissenting opinions, to the parties 
and to the President of the University within ten (10) working days of the conclusion of the 
hearing. The final report shall: 

a. State, as to each charge, whether the evidence presented supported the charge(s). 

b. State the recommendation(s) of the Committee, which may be for dismissal, or for a 
lesser penalty or penalties, or for vindication; and shall state the justification for the 
recommendation( s). 

c. With regard to each recommendation, the vote shall be recorded. 

d. Be signed by all members of the Formal Review Committee, although the signature of 
any member shall not necessarily signify that member's agreement with the result. 

2. Within five (5) working days of receipt of the Formal Review Committee's final report, any 
party may submit a written statement to the President of the University. 

3. The Formal Review Committee will file a separate report, relating to the 
dismissal-for-cause procedures, with the President of the Faculty Senate and with the Vice 
President of Academic Affairs. This report should address the effectiveness of the 
procedures and make recommendations for whatever changes the Committee deems 
appropriate in the procedures or in other matters. This report should be filed within twenty 
(20) working days of the completion of the work of the Committee. 

• 

• 
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4. The President of the University will notify the direct participants in the dismissal process of 
the President's decision. 

5. Although the President has the final legal authority from the Board of Regents in personnel 
matters, the interest of the University in faculty self-governance and the principle of peer 
evaluation suggest that the recommendations of the Formal Review Committee will 
generally be accepted. In cases where the recommendations of the Formal Review 
Committee are not accepted, the President will discuss said recommendations with the 
Formal Review Committee as well as the direct participants in the dismissal process. 

6. The faculty member-will not be subject to retaliation because of the use of this procedure. 

7. Once the University President has informed the faculty member of the decision, the 
Convener of the Formal Review Committee shall deliver all files and records of the 
proceedings to the University Archives, which shall hold them for at least five years. Such 
material will be considered confidential as a personnel matter. 
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FACULTY SENATE 

Minutes for Faculty Senate Meeting of September 22, 1997 (corrected 10-13-97) 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Alagic, Armstrong, Baxter, Benson, Born, Brooks, Bums, Byrum, Campbell, 
Celestin, Chandler, Cheraghi, Coffman, Davis, DeLillo, DeSilva, Eaglesfield, Gythiel, Hawley, Hemans, 
Hoyer, Huntley, Kraft, Lancaster, Leavitt, Mandt, Miller, Murphey, Naylor, Palmiotto, Patton, 
Pfannenstiel, Rogers, Rokosz, Schommer, Sharp, Skinner, Stone, Swan, Terrell, Toops, Trechak, Yenne, 
Yark, Zettle 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Bajaj, Bennett, Hill, Kukral, Papanicolaou, Sutterlin, Talia, Woods 

SUMMARY OF ACTION: 
1. Confirmed appointments of the following as Senators: 

Toni Pickard to replace Karen Goldsteen, Health Professions - 1 yr term 
Mary McHugh to replace Ray Goldsteen, Health Professions - 2 yr term 
Barbara Hodson to replace Ken Burk, Education - 1 yr term 

2. Confirmed appointments to the following committees: 
(3 YR appointments unless noted) 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: Tina Bennett, Sue Enns, Jeri Carroll, Mara Alagic(lyr) 
COURT OF ACADEMIC APPEALS: Prem Bajaj(l yr) 
EXCEPTIONS: Sue Bair,Alternates: JoLynne Campbell (lyr), Gary Toops 

(2yr), Jorge Talia 
FACULTY AFFAIRS: Joyce Cavarozzi 
FACULTY SUPPORT: Ted Naylor, Andrew Trechak, Sam Yeager 
GENERAL EDUCATION: Helen Hundley 
HONORS: Anthony Gythiel, Nancy Brooks, Sylvia Coats (2yr), Buddy Johns(lyr) 
LIBRARY: Rebecca Conard, Diana Cochran 
SCHOLARSHIP & STUDENT AID: Linda Bakken 
TENURE & PROMOTION: David Alexander 
UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM: Jean Eaglesfield, Ann Hunter, Peer Moore-

Jansen, Keitb. Pickus(2yrs) 

President Terrell called the meeting to order at 3:31 p.m. 
INFORMAL STATEMENTS: 
Senator Eaglesfield announced the limited availability of a trial subscription to electronic journals, via 
Johns Hopkins University, at http://muse.jhu.edu. 
Senator Hoyer announced the state chapter of the AAUP will meet on October 4, 1997, and will be 
entertaining the General Secretary of the national AAUP organization Mary Burgan. The meeting is at 
the Washburn University (Universi!Y ofKansas. Those wishing for more information should contact 
Senator Hoyer (ext 6314; box 44). 

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES: 
The minutes of the meeting of September 8, 1997, were approved as submitted. (Hoyer & Murphey) 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT: 
President Terrell announced that he had attended the September Regents meeting and the COFSP 

I 
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meeting. Discussion concerning salaries and a possible 3-year incremental increase took place. Terrell 
also indicated that the Intellectual Property policy requested by the Regents had drawn fire and would be 
started over at the faculty level. Terrell then noted that Program Review would be placed-on an 8-year 
cycle and that each institution will be granted more autonomy as the Regents opt to de-centralize certain 
policies. Terrell also announced that Program Approval policies had changed and now allow program 
requests to be submitted all year. 
VPAA Patton commented on the relaxing of the calendar by COCAO to allow the issue of Intellectual 
Property policies to have fuller circulation among those concerned. 
President Terrell announced that the local chapter of the AAUP will meet on Sept. 30 in the Kansas 
Room of the CAC at 3:00 p.m. 
There will be a Faculty Senate Wine & Cheese gathering at the House of Senator Hawley on September 
29th at 4:00 p.m. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
Senator Hoyer reported for the Rules Committee (see names above in Summary of Action) 
All were unanimously accepted. 

OLD BUSINESS: none 

NEW BUSINESS: 
Tony Ross, Associate to the President, summarized the Strategic Planning Committee Draft Report 
(orange attachment to the agenda of September 22). The written draft drew a variety of responses from numerous 
Senators who voiced their concerns with the nature, intent, origins, and inclusiveness of the Draft Report. 
Swan asked about the floating nature of research and its being situated outside the section on Goals . 
Hoyer asked about the Regents' fairly recent Mission Statement and inquired into differences between 
the two statements. Mandt cited the nebulous nature of the draft and questioned the applicability of the 
vision. Murphy wondered about the literalness of the language and whether it sounded like a platitude; he 
later questioned the absence .of VP AA Bobby Patton in creating the draft and indicated a questionable 
governance in his exclusion. Kraft noted an either/or conflict between research and teaching. Leavitt 
asked what role the Faculty Senate would play in evaluating an executively-drawn policy. Sharp 
questioned the Task Force's view of graduate education. Bums reasserted the draft's weak stance on 
research and sought clarification on the role of applied research in a metropolitan university. Lancaster 
wondered about "high quality students" and the draft's stance on recruiting such people. Guest Cavarozzi 
indicated the possibility that the draft could inscribe mediocrity if it fails to acknowledge the dynamics 
of the educational process. 
Byrum requested that the Faculty Senate be permitted to study the draft agaiQ before final 
implementation and, when told that such a second viewing might not happen, suggested that the Senate 
issue a Resolution to assert its right to see the document at a subsequent time. Hawley indicated that a 
Formal Reply might be in order. President Terrell questioned the absence of a statement on academic 
freedom and indicated that the Faculty Senate Executive Committee would draw up a Resolution for the 
next Senate meeting. Kraft stated that a university is academically driven and questioned the role of 
non-academic members of the university community in shaping the policy. 
Ross acknowledged many of these concerns and reminded the Senate of the charge of the committee and 
of the intentionally unfinished nature of the draft. He thanked the Senators for their comments and 
offered to be in touch with any concerned via e-mail and office calls. 

Discussion ran until 5:00 p.m. Hoyer moved, second, Murphey, adjournment .. The meeting 
adjourned at 5:01 p.m . 

Respectfully Submitted, 
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